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Abstract

One of the current projects being carried out at the

Seminario de Inform6tica y Derecho (University of

Zaragoza) is the design of a computer application called

SIREDOJ. This application is aimed at assisting the user in

the legal qualification of the case presented and at providing

the documentation needed to justify the conclusions at

which SIREDOJ arrives, in the matter of the contracts that

cart be signed in the building industry. This paper describes

the characteristics of the legal area chosen and the

representation and use of this knowledge in a hybrid object-

oriented J inference rules environment.
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1. Introduction

For several years now the University of Zaragoza’s

Seminario de InformZttica y Derecho has been creating

computer applications for the law community. The efforts

concentrated in database construction, containing

legislation, court decisions and doctrinal bibliography, and

in the building of expert systems in some areas of civil

law, developed in languages such as LISP or PROLOG, or

shells such as CRYSTAL.

In this paper we present SIREDOJ, an application

which has characteristics of both the expert systems and the

database management systems. SIREDOJ simulates the

activities of a legal expert who advises the user on the
theme of building industry contracts, assisting him in the

qualification of his problem, arriving at one or several

possible legal conclusions and furnishing him with the

documentation needed to justify the conclusions, which is

extracted from a database that is external to the application.

The session that the user establishes with

SIREDOJ begins with the identification of the parties (e.g.

landowner, architect) and the characterisation of the contract

signed (e.g. a contract for the designing of a project, for the
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supervision of the building process). Depending on the type

of the contract, the application verifies the existence of the

corresponding clauses and the accomplishment of the

obligations by the parties. Each alteration gives rise to a

conclusion, such as “the architect may bring a claim for

payment for the project”. Each conclusion is supported by a

set of legal norms, judicial antecedents and bibliographic

doctrine which may be retrieved form the database, with the

aim of this being pleaded in a judicial process [Galindo 90].

2. The user

As with every application development, we began

by identifying the possible user. The first approximation

was that anyone who is related with the building industry is

a Potential user of SIREDOJ, for, as we stated earlier,

SIREDOJ represents the advice given by an expert lawyer

to his client. Unfortunately, since SIREDOJ cannot acquire

the necessary knowledge in order to understand the user
problem in everyday concepts, it must share the

qualification tasks with the user. This restricts the user field

to those capable of qualifying a case from a legal point of

view, though not being able to establish a legal conclusion

in the building industry field.

The users of SIREDOJ are then: those lawyers or

professionals working in the field of law who are not

experts in this theme, advanced students of law or training

schools for the judiciary (because of the possibility of

explanation of the argument process), teachers, etc.

3. The legal area

The building process involves several parties who

establish many kinds of contracts. In this area we find, with

respect to the possibility of bringing legal actions, a group

of legal circumstances and events such as breach of contract

-both in the planning and in the construction stages-, or the

appearance of defects in the work carried out.

The area that has been chosen is a very rich

research field for a spanish jurist, because of the existence

in parallel of regulations and jurisprudence which

sometimes contradict each other.

In this subject matter we find legal norms and

regulations (for example, the general law of contracts, urban

planning legislation, rules provided by established

jurisprudence), professional norms and regulations (for

example the rules which govern how a project must be
developed), court precedents with respect to the given case,
and the applicable dcctrine.

It is interesting to note that the chosen subject

matter is in a state of constant change. Within it, we can

see a phenomenon which has been studied by, for example

[Hart 61] or [Viehweg 84]: changes which take place, over a

period of time, to the meaning of the terms included in the

rules. With respect to the subject matter which we are

working on, we could quote the concept of ruin as an

example, which nowadays covers more situations that it did

when it was first introduced into Spanish Law.

In earlier times, ruin could only be established if

the building had suffered from some collapse or caving-in.

Today, according to established jurisprudence, it is possible

to classify as a ruin a building which is inadequate for the

use it was originally intended for (by virtue, as in the

example above, of the presence of dampness in a fur

warehouse).

Thus we have a body of legislation which states

that there is ruin only if there is collapse or cave-in, this

being opposed by a body of judicial precedent which further

states that ruin exists if there is an inadequate aspect, such

as the one described above, or if there are defects which

exceed normal imperfections, etc.

We can see that it is possible, within the same

problem, to obtain different legal conclusions according to

whether the criteria of judicial precedent is usai or not. In

our design, we have opted for the inclusion of these new

criteria in the knowledge base. This inclusion means that

the base dees not possess the quality of overall consistency,

it being limited to the existence of groups of local

consistency mridgeland 90].

From the point of view of reasoning, this

phenomenon of local consistency causes the existence of

various lines of reasoning possible with respect to the same

case leading, therefore, to conclusions which might be

different or even contradictory ~ey 89].

Another peculiarity of this subject matter is the

possibility of obtaining legal conclusions which do not

contradict each other, even in simple cases. For example,

given the case of a buyer of an apartment in a building in

which construction faults appear, it is possible to invoke

jointly: i) the specific building legislation, ii) the general

legislation governing breach of contract, or iii) the

consumer protection legislation.

4- The knowledge analysis

The work of gathering together the knowledge, a

task carried out jointly by jurists and computer specialists,
was divided into stages in order to simplify the work and to
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distinguish between the different types of knowledge,

according to that established by [Susskind 89], with his

differentiation between academic legal knowledge (norms,

judicial precedents, doctrine) and experiential legal

knowledge (rules derived from the expert’s own experience,

common sense, etc.).

The first stage consisted of the extraction, from

both the texts and the experts’ own knowledge of the theme,

of the so called objects of knowledge, made up of

small portions of expertise, both academic and experiential.

When we had gathered together a significant number of

objects, we proceeded to study the possible existence of

common patterns of expression, that is, the manner or

strucmre in which the knowledge was expressed.

Some objects adjusted perfectly to the inference

ru Ie paradigm, where there is a group of antecedents and

onc or more consequent. For example, “If a building

contract exists, the work consists of the construction of a

building, the work has been completed, delivered, received,

but not paid for, (hen it is possible to bring an action

claiming payment for the work.

Another of the patterns expressed the knowledge

which establishes relationships between classes and sub-

classes in objects such as: “The following are classes of

building contracts: a contract to plan the construction of a

building, a contract to build a building,...”, or “An

agreement can be in writing, verbal or by way of

document”.

Some of the objects we studied expressed the

parts or the components of something. For example:

“The following are elements of a project: the pre-amble, the

abbreviations, the plans, the budget, the calculations and

the documentation”.

Other objects expressed the phases of a

process, “The phases of construction of a building are: the

study of the plot, excavation, cementation, reinforcing,

bricklaying, plumbing,...”.

Finally, with respect to the objects, we
encountered patterns corresponding to the definition of
concepts, such as the earlier mentioned definition of ruin.

The second stage consisted in the reinforcing of

clusters of knowledge [Meyer 89], which consist of

small universes where the contents of the earlier mentioned

objects have a high interrelation rate. The content of the

clusters helps us to better handle the reciprocal interactions

between the objects and to distinguish between the different

normative types (in the broadest sense) which exist.

For example, let us study the work of a planner

whose object is to carry out a project. In this cluster we can

distinguish three objects: the planner, the process of

developing the project and the project itself.

i) The planner has characteristics such as his personal

data or his professional qualifications.

ii) The development of the project consists of different

phases: the study of the problem (e.g. the needs of

the client); the study of the regulations corresponding

to the object to be constructed (urban planning

regulations, for example); the study of the rules and

the procedures to be followed in the process of the

construction of the object; the study of the

antecedents of the object to be constructed (buildings

with similar functions or characteristics); the study

of the antecedents of construction processes (for

example, similar construction techniques); and

carrying out the project.

iii) The project, made-up of the elements which we listed

above: the pre-amble, abbreviations, plans, etc.

Governing certain of the characteristics of these

objects, we find the corresponding norms: i) the

professional qualification of the planner is regulated: he

must be an architect, an engineer, etc.; ii) the process of

developing the project is governed by regulations; iii) the

contents of a project and its organisation are also regulated.

As we had said earlier, the development of the

clusters of knowledge and the process of distinguishing

between the diverse normative sources, have been a great

help in our work. When the user presents the case, if we

understand this as a machine whose equilibrium has been

broken, then the task of searching for the fault is simplified

when the user is asked, “that which refers to the

development of the project, is it correct?”. If, in this

cluster, there have been no problems, then it is put to one

side without intervention.

5. The software tool

As we stated above, the Seminario has developed

several expert systems, whose knowledge representation

schema has been rule-based. Due to the limits that this

paradigm imposed on the expression of the knowledge, we

decided to build this application using a tool with more

expressive power, witbout losing the advantages of rule-

based systems. We opted for KAPPA, which is a tool that

combines the rule and the object-oriented paradigms, in a

unique environment.
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6. The design of the application

We will begin to describe here the internal

structure of the application. SIREDOJ is composed of three

areas: i) the agents area, where the legal knowledge

resides, ii) the possible objects area, where we can find

the representations of all the things that may be known to

the expert (e.g. the different types of contracts or subjects

who can sign them), and iii) the scenario, where

depending on the case being presented by the user the actual

objeets are instantiated from the possible objects area.

With this structure we establish a clear difference

between what is the reasoning task of the expert and what

are the elements which conform the possible situations.

The idea is that, after the presentation of the case, on the

scenario we have the elements which represent it. Other

expert system’s sections may take these elements and
rc~icve documentation, draw a writing, etc.

6.1 The agents area

The agents (also called actors [Agha 90]) are

software objects, where each of them is designed to reason

about a part of the problcm and to solve it [Ishida 90]. The

set of all agents represent the reasoning of the expert when

solving a given case. In other words, we have split the

expert’s knowledge in small pieces.

Typically, the reasoning of each agent is composed

of a small software program (called method in the object-

oriented terminology). This method proceeds by asking to

the user some questions, by firing inference rules, by

passing the control to another agent (what is called message

sending) or by interacting with the other areas (e.g. by

creating instances of objects over the scenario or by filling

their slots).

The set of the questions that may be asked to the

user (and their possible answers) is contained in the so

called slots. These slots are structurally part of each agent,

as the methods are. Each slot has three parts: the question

to be posed to the user, the set of possible answers, and the

actual answer given by the user.

The inference rules have as antecedents possible

states of slots (that is, possible answers given by the user).

As consequent, the rules typically send a message to an

object, telling him to start its reasoning, or to pose some
question to the user.

For instance, in our application we have an agent

charged of verifying the presence of the essential clauses in

the contracts for designing a project. Its reasoning method

proceeds by asking the user: “Does exist in the contract a

clause that specifies the obligation of making the project?”,

or “Does exist in the contract a clause that specifies the

obligation of paying when the project is delivered?”, etc.

As we stated above, the inference engine is fired

after each answer. In this example, there exists a rule that

says: “If there is no clause specifying the obligation of

paying, then send an activation message to the agent

charged of concluding with the following message: the

contract is not well formed, and the architect has grounds

for a claim of type X“, That rule will be fwed so depending

on the answer given by the user.

One of the main features of the object-oriented

methodology is the possibility of arranging the objects in a

taxonomy of classes and subclasses, where the

characteristics of the upper objects are inherited by the

lower objects. These characteristics, as we have seen, are

expressed by methods and slots.

In our case, we have arranged the agents according

to their legal field, but all under a general agent whose

purpose is to define some methods which are common: one

that serves to ask some question to the user, another that

serves to fire the inference engine, another to erase the

answers in the agent’s slots (each time the session begins),

etc. We have so two types of methods in each agent: that

which represents its legal reasoning, and those which are

inherent to the functioning of the agents.

There are some agents which are not strictly part

of the legal reasoning, whose tasks are necessary to the

application. We have an agent charged of concluding, as we

have seen abov~ another related to the screen management

(to show a“window, to hide it, to display the presentation,

ete.); another related to the information rerneval (to seek a

given search key, to retrieve the documents, ete.).

From an artificial intelligence point of view, the

reasoning is made using a forward chaining process,

beginning and proceeding with the facts, arriving at the

conclusions (following [Wahlgren 891 and ~iedler 851,

amongst others). The algorithm used is breadhtfirst, in order

to allow more than one legal conclusion from a given set of

facts. For instance, is very common in our application that,

given a situation, is possible to conclude that one party has

grounds both for claiming for the resolution of the contract

and for claiming for its fulfillment. Each conclusion is
supported by different norms and antecedents.
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6.2 The possible objects area

This area contains the objects with which the

agent area (e.g. the expert) may operate. From an external

point of view, here we have the pieces of real world that

may be instantiated on the scenario.

For example, at this level we have the class of

contracts or the class of possible subjects (landowners,

architects, builders, etc.). The class of contracts has

subclasses like the one of the contracts for the direction of a

building, or the contracts for its construction. The upper

class has slots that represent the parties who sign the

contract; the lower inherits these slots, and adds new ones,

for instance, those that indicate the clauses of the contract

or the obligations of the parties. Each subclass of contracts

has control methods which establish certain properties of

the contract, once it has been instantiated over the scenario

and the slots been completed by the agents. These methods

fill other slots, like the one that may indicate the party that

has not complied with her obligation.

6.3 The scenario

At this level we meet the objects which are

instantiated depending on the case presented by the user.

The instantiation is produced by the agents over the

possible objects. In other words, there exists an agent that,

given a case where a contract of class X is signed, produces

an instance of the class X contracts over the scenario. Other

agents will be charged, the session proceeding, of filling the

corresponding slots of the contract.

As we stated above, once the case has been

introduced by the user, the scenario reflects the

characteristics of the real world problem that the user has.

We stress the difference with the possible objects area, that

represents the external things which may be known by the

expert and so may be instantiated in a given case.

7. The state of the application

SIREDOJ is developing following two axes: the
first broadens its legal competence, the second adds more

capacities to the application. Up to date, in the first axis,

we have introduced the contracts that may be signed

between the landowner or the promoter, on the one side, and

the builder, the architect or the technical architect on the

other. For each contract, SIREDOJ checks that it contains

the essent.kd clauses and verifies the accomplishment of the

obligations. We have yet i) to introduce what happens once
finished the contract, if a problem appears in the building

(as the ruin cited above), that is, the problem of

responsibility, and ii) to enrich the application with the

concept of temporal prescription. In the second axis, we

have the entirety of the legal qualification - conclusion

section implemented, and we are developing: i) the

information retrieval section, ii) the What ? facility,

allowing the application to describe the meaning of the

questions being presented to the user, and iii) the Whar ifl

facility, this being implemented form the dialog obtained in

the session established with the user.

8. Future lines of research

With respect to the inclusion of extra-judicial

principles, this is one of the matters to be dealt with in

future research plans. Its effective use in the reasoning

chains will take place when required by the user, as will be

the prohibition -or obligation- of taking a specified

deductive route (which would correspond to an argument

which is politically or socially inadequate -respectively

&shed-).

These interventions in the knowledge base,

inspired by [Lenat 90], will be carried out by way of

specific commands, in order to introduce assertions into the

base, to rejat specific judgments which are components of

the reasoning, etc.

This utility will be carefully designed and

implemented (following the observations of [Gardner 87]

page 60) in such a way that the user will have to be

conscious of the “risks” taken by interpreting the law

predicates which make up the reasoning chain and by

modifying it.

The experience gained when working on the

engineering of knowledge has shown us that it is

fundamental to construct, progressively, a methodology of

extraction and implemtentation of the knowledge which

has, as a starting point, the objects, the clusters and the

agents . Work with other areas of law will enrich our

methodology and will permit us to discriminate between

what is appropriate to the theme of building contracts and

what is more generally applicable to other areas.

In collaboration with the University of Barcelona

we are studying an interface for the application in natural

language. This work, starting with the pertinent morpho-

sintactic studies, is aimed at establishing a contact both

with the agent and the possible objects areas.

9. Conclusion

With respect to the legal area of the application, I

would like to comment that we began by selecting portions

of legal categories related to the building industry, with the
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aim of translating them into an expert system. We saw then

that the departing point must be the actual problems, that

is, the conflicts that can appear in that industry, and from

then to study the possible legal qualifications and solutions.

In other words, the application’s internal structure and the

dialogs do not represent any established legal category, the

represent the ways in which a conflict may be resolved.

From a technical point of view, working with a

hybrid object-oriented / inference rules environment has

given us more flexibility in the expression of the

knowledge, what implies a reduction in the semantic gap

between the actual knowledge of the expert and its

expression in the application.
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